
Best moulds. 
Best results.
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High performance specialists
Mould manufacturing for demanding 
applications

FOSTAG has ranked amongst the world’s leading  manufacturers 

of high performance injection moulds since 1955. Under the  maxim 

“Best moulds. Best results.” moulds produced by FOSTAG  represent 

total quality, extreme precision and maximum profitability.

FOSTAG is always called upon to solve the most complex and 

 challenging projects: We develop and manufacture moulds primarily 

for medical, thin wall packaging and closure applications.

Multiple cavity moulds manufactured by FOSTAG provide the  shortest 

cycle times, uncompromising precision, maximum availability and a 

very long service life.

Medical
applications

packaging

closures
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Many factors affect  whether 

an injection moulded part can be 

produced with zero defects and 

whether technical requirements 

are correct down to the last detail. 

But precision to the thousandth 

millimetre is the most important. 

From the first contact with the 

customer, FOSTAG brings the 

 extensive experience and  specialist 

expertise of its employees to the 

fore. We consider ourselves a 

 partner you can work with to find 

the optimum solution.

Right from the start, we take the 

time for your company and your 

project. We listen intensively and 

work proactively to find a solution. 

Our service is based on two key 

principles: The injection moulded 

part must function flawlessly and 

be manufactured profitably.

 At the end of the project, an 

 innovative mould is produced with 

an optimum design.

FOSTAG: outstanding development 

expertise right from the start.

consulting
planning
design

Fostag defines precision down to the 
thousandth millimetre to ensure maximum 
production quality for our customers.

Walter Schwaninger, 
Engineering Director
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Fostag is dedicated to detail to  
provide you with the ideal mould for 
profitable production.

Markus Mühlemann,
Managing Partner

Our production facility is 

 designed for high performance 

throughout. We provide an excel

lent basis for perfect results with 

modern machinery and skilled 

employees who receive regular 

training. 

The moulds are produced 

 according to a precise  schedule: 

Delivering on time is  standard 

practice at FOSTAG and we  uphold 

our promises consistently. We 

 ensure transparency by main

taining a continuous dialogue 

with our customers on project 

progress. 

Every procedure is inspected 

and recorded. To ensure  quality, 

we have implemented the latest 

 quality standards and use the most 

precise measuring equipment 

available.

We only use steel of the  highest 

quality for manufacturing our 

moulds. All mould inserts and 

plates are manufactured as 

 completely interchangeable.

FOSTAG operates its own 

 advanced hot runner with the 

following benefits:  Excellent 

 temperature control, rapid  

colour change and suitability for 

complex materials, for example 

POM, COC and PVC.

From complex cavity moulds to 

stack moulds: We always produce 

high performance moulds with a 

very long service life.

production
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For testing tools and  training 

customers, high  performance 

moulding machines with a  clamping 

force range of 500 to 6000 kN 

are available in the FOSTAG Test 

 Centre. 

FOSTAG places great value on 

training customers. Our  specialists 

can train your employees to  handle 

and maintain moulds. 

Our experienced employees are 

also available to assist you during 

 commissioning at your plant. 

Service is a high priority for  FOSTAG: 

You can reach the  FOSTAG service 

centre around the clock.

acceptance 
training 
service

a continuous dialogue and clear processes 
ensure that customers are in control at  
every stage of the project.

Rolf Mühlemann, 
Managing Partner
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Manufacturing products for 

medical applications requires 

 absolute perfection. FOSTAG has 

the longstanding expertise and 

comprehensive knowledge to rise 

to the challenge.

Reasons for choosing  FOSTAG 

 include process stability and 

moulds that are suitable for clean

rooms. We have also  proven 

our expertise in high tolerance 

 moulding on many occasions.

Medicine

 Disposable syringes

 Safety syringes

 Dialysis parts

 Blood filters

 Drip chambers (PVC)

 Protective caps (PVC)

Pharmaceuticals

 Syringes (COC)

 Inhalers

 Tablet tubes

 Desiccant plugs

Laboratories

 Tissue culture flask

 Pipettes

 PCR tubes

 Blood tubes (PET)

 Petri dishes

 Test tubes

 Multiple analysis trays

Medicine 
pharmaceuticals 
laboratories

Medical
applications
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FOSTAG has always 

 pioneered rapid moulds for thin 

wall packaging. And we are still 

ahead today: You will not find such 

extensive expertise in this field 

of stack mould design anywhere 

else.

We also lead the way for inmould 

labelling, the production of multi

chamber flasks and other complex 

applications.

Thin wall packaging

 IML containers for margarine, 

 ice cream, etc.

 Two component packaging

 Barrier packaging

 Airline cups, drinks glasses

 Disposable cutlery

Cosmetic packaging

 Two component packaging

 Cream jars and jar tops

 Lipsticks

 etc.

packaging

packaging
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Moulds with a large number 

of cavities are required to  produce 

closures profitably. There are few 

mould manufacturers that can 

match the expertise of FOSTAG in 

this field.

We are constantly setting the pace  

and new standards with our own  

product designs and developments.  

Thanks to our special knowledge 

in the field of closures, we are 

 perfectly positioned to support you. 

We are focused on  providing flaw

less closures with the  minimum 

part weight and cycle times to 

 ensure profitable production.

 Closures for beverages

 Childproof closures

 Unscrewed closures

 2C closures

 Shampoo closures

 Aerosol domes/caps

 Dosing closures

 Flip tops

closures

closures
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Everything we do at FOSTAG 

is governed by an  understanding 

for quality. We have developed the 

FOSTAG Quality Concept (FQC) 

to ensure maximum quality at all 

times.

To guarantee customers the 

 perfect mould, all procedures are 

subject to stringent quality control. 

The FQC only has one objective: 

To ensure customer satisfaction 

by providing maximum  profitability 

and reliability of the moulds and 

products.

FQC in the production process:

 Stringent and consistent quality 

 checks in all work procedures

 Continually optimise all 

 processes

 Intensive employee 

 training

 Regular project reviews

 Absolute customer orientation

 Comprehensive service

FQC outcomes:

 High availability of 

 injection moulds

 Shortest cycle times

 Extreme precision even for 

 the most complex projects

 Long mould service life

 Reliable processes right up to 

 the final production day

 Professional service and 

 support after delivery

Fostag Quality concept
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FOSTAG products are 

 manufactured in  Switzerland. 

We can only maintain the  quality 

of our moulds by  conducting 

all  manufacturing stages at 

our  facility in Stein am Rhein in 

 Switzerland. 

Our service division is ready to 

 assist wherever FOSTAG moulds 

are used around the globe. 

 Whenever you need assistance  

swiss made.
used around the globe.

or advice our specialists will  

be there – at short notice and in 

 person, if you need us.

We want to be sure you can still 

say in years to come: 

FOSTAG: 

Best moulds. Best results.



Fostag Formenbau ag

CH-8260 Stein am Rhein 

Phone +41 (0)52 7422555 

Fax +41 (0)52 7422500 

mail@fostag.com 

www.fostag.com


